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This index was compiled as part of my practicum, in pursuit of my degree of Master of Library and Information Sciences. I am most grateful to the librarians at Paul Laurence Dunbar Library of Wright State University for the opportunity to be involved with this journal, which I have found to be utterly fascinating. Subject indexing by paid professionals is usually done by skimming the article, but I (an unpaid rookie) kept stopping to read the whole thing. I am particularly grateful to Prof. Matt Melko, who helped me get started on this project, and Dr. Nancy Lensenmayer, who taught my “Indexing and Abstracting” course at Kent State University’s School of Library and Information Science. Thanks most of all to Dr. Joseph Drew, for fulfilling the impossible dream of seeing my name in a scholarly journal.

Many of the subject terms chosen were taken from the Thesaurus of Sociological Indexing Terms, Sixth Edition, Barbara Booth principal lexicographer, Cambridge Scientific Abstracts, Bethesda MD, 2003. In hindsight, I probably should have used an historian’s thesaurus in addition. Words in the title of the article were used as subject terms where appropriate. Articles are listed by Author, and by Subject. Nearly all of the articles appear under more than one subject heading. Books reviewed are listed by Author, and by Title.

Assigning subject terms for an article is an inherently subjective process, if you’ll pardon the pun. So I apologize to any authors whose articles I misunderstood. Perhaps Dr. Drew can correct any errors in the next issue.
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